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Extension announced earlier this week!

Winners will be announced at an event as part of the 
Build2Perform programme, 29th November

30 October
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• Building Physics Consultancy

• Susie Diamond

• Claire Das Bhaumik

• Services

• Design stage overheating risk assessments for all building types
now including Part O reports

• Thermal performance and TM54 analyses

• NABERS modelling and Independent Design Review (IDR) services

• Advanced HVAC modelling

• Part L2A compliance modelling and advice

• Research 

• www.inklingllp.com 

About Inkling



• Came into force June 15th 2022 
(with some transitional 
arrangements)

Part O

June 2022
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• Applies to all new homes including care homes, boarding 
schools and student accommodation

• Aimed at reducing overheating risk



• Simplified method

• Quicker and easier

• More prescriptive

• Focus on glazing areas and free areas

• Dynamic thermal modelling method

• Follows CIBSE TM59

• Needs specialist modelling software and experienced 
modeller

• More flexibility

• More location specific

Two routes to compliance



• Noise limits set for bedrooms at night only

• Many existing UK homes exceed these criteria

• Passive solutions are often still possible

• Mechanical ventilation/cooling solutions may be needed at 
night

• ANC/IOC Guide: association-of-noise-
consultants.co.uk/demonstrating-compliance-with-the-noise-
requirements-of-approved-document-o/

Additional requirements - noise



Additional requirements - security

• Windows relied upon for night-time ventilation must be secure

• Bedrooms on ground floors or that are easily accessible can be made secure with:

• Fixed or lockable louvred shutters

• Fixed or lockable grilles or railings



Additional requirements - protection from falling

Windows that open more than 100mm must also:

• Have handles that operate with a maximum reach 
outwards of 650mm from inside face of wall

• Sill heights or guarding >1100mm 
(acceptable build tolerance is +0 / - 100mm)

Guarding can include:

• Shutters with a child –proof lock

• Fixed guarding

• But should not allow children to 
easily climb it



Simplified method 

• Not ‘simple’

• All units must be assessed

• Two requirements

• Maximum limits on glazing areas (plus 
shading in London)

• Minimum limits of free areas

• These targets vary depending on

• Location of the site 

• Presence of cross-ventilation

• Orientation of most glazed facade

• The floor area of the unit (GIA), bedrooms 
and most glazed room



Simplified method

Detailed measurements needed for each unit & each window

• Glazed area (m²) for each window pane

• Width and height of each sash opening

• Any restrictors or opening limits

• Floor area for each room

• GIA of whole home

• Equivalent areas calculated by tool



Simplified method

Shading

• Required in London

• External shutters with means of ventilation

• Glazing with low-g specification (<0.4) – centre-pane

• Overhangs to south-facing facades

• Applies to all glazing orientated NE to NW via South



Simplified method – FHH spreadsheet

Available from the Future Homes Hub website futurehomes.org.uk/guidance

https://www.futurehomes.org.uk/guidance


Dynamic Thermal Modelling method

• Assess sample set of units

• Based on CIBSE TM59 (two criteria)

• Results for each occupied room

• Modeller should provide commentary on spaces that don’t pass



Dynamic Thermal Modelling method

Selecting a sample of units

• Units with highest risk of overheating

• Most solar exposure (glazing area vs shading, 
orientation)

• Lowest free areas or greatest constraints to opening 
windows

• Covering all unit types

• Attention to ground floor (security)

• GHA one page tool helpful for informing choice



Dynamic Thermal Modelling method

Weather data

• Local to site

• CIBSE 2020s High emissions, 50th %ile DSY1

Natural ventilation 

• Reflects weather, window design and cross-ventilation 
potential

More Design Options

• Ceiling fans

• External shading devices

• Mechanical ventilation and/or cooling



Dynamic Thermal Modelling method

Differences to original TM59

• Small changes to how window openings are modelled:

• Daytime openings gradual from Tin 22-26°C

• Bedroom windows open all night if bedroom>23°C at 
11pm

• No internal blinds or curtains!



Reporting requirements

A compliance checklist must be completed for building 
control

• FHH template for simplified method results

• Detailed modelling report required under dynamic 
modelling method



Simplified

• Cheaper to assess

• No specialist software needed

• No experienced modeller needed

• All units must be assessed

Dynamic thermal modelling

• More design flexibility

• Choice of weather file to match site location

• Smaller sample of units assessed

• Easier to pass?

Which method?



Resources

• GHA One-page early design tool for:

• Existing homes

• Retrofit

• CIBSE TM59

• Future Homes Hub Guidance

• ANC/IOA Guidance on noise

• DLUHC FAQs

• Inkling blogs!

https://goodhomes.org.uk/overheating-in-new-homes
https://goodhomes.org.uk/news/new-tool-and-guidance-launched-to-tackle-overheating-risk-in-existing-homes-and-retrofit-projects
https://www.cibse.org/knowledge-research/knowledge-portal/technical-memorandum-59-design-methodology-for-the-assessment-of-overheating-risk-in-homes
https://www.futurehomes.org.uk/guidance
https://www.association-of-noise-consultants.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Guide-to-Demonstrating-Compliance-with-the-Noise-Requirements-of-Approved-Document-O-Jul-22-v1.0.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/overheating-approved-document-o/approved-document-o-overheating-frequently-asked-questions
http://www.inklingllp.com/2022/07/25/part-o-part-3/
https://www.cibse.org/knowledge-research/knowledge-portal/technical-memorandum-59-design-methodology-for-the-assessment-of-overheating-risk-in-homes


• Multi-disciplinary engineering practice

• Building physics modelling specialist

• Thermal modelling

• Computation Fluid Dynamics

• Embodied Carbon

• Daylight/sunlight

• Acoustics

• Air quality

About Hilson Moran



Definitions vary

Part O

Effective area 

The area through which air flows after the resistance 
of airflow has been taken into account. 

Equivalent area 

A measure of the aerodynamic performance of an 
opening. It is the area of a sharp-edged circular 
orifice through which air would pass at the same 
volume flow rate, under an identical applied pressure 
difference, as through the opening under 
consideration

Free area 

The geometric open area of a ventilation opening. 
This area assumes a clear sharp-edged orifice that 
would have a Coefficient of discharge (Cd) of 0.62. 

Part F

Effective area 

Not defined

Equivalent area 

A measure of the aerodynamic performance of a 
ventilator. It is the area of a sharp-edged circular 
orifice through which air would pass at the same 
volume flow rate, under an identical applied pressure 
difference, as through the opening under 
consideration. 

Free area 

The geometric open area of a ventilator



Window opening terminology

Free area AF • Commonly defined as ‘the minimum 
unobstructed area perpendicular to the flow’

• Cross sectional area of the window opening

• Can be difficult to measure

• Be careful how opening window is defined in 
the model

‘Free area’

Frame area 
greater for 

opening 
windows



Window opening terminology

Window Effective Area Aeff Coefficient of discharge Cd :

• Geometry dependent

• Dependent on open angle

• Derived by experimentation

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐴𝑓 × 𝐶𝑑



Window opening terminology

Equivalent Area Aeq

• Describes convoluted airflow pathways as 

equivalent to a circular orifice of xm2

• Air flowing through a circular orifice is still 

restricted by the orifice discharge coefficient

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐴𝑒𝑞𝐶𝑑𝑜
𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 0.61 𝐴𝑒𝑞

𝐴𝑒𝑞 =
𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑓
𝐶𝑑𝑜

=
𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐶𝑑𝑜



Data Entry

1.0m

1
.0

m

0.174m Free Area = 1.0m2

Discharge Coefficient = 0.19

Building Bulletin 101: calculation tools - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

New calculation tool coming soon, but will need approval!

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/classvent-and-classcool-school-ventilation-design-tool


Data Entry – Modelling Tools



Window opening research - SEAM

Statistical Effective Area Model - SEAM



Maximum reach

Stroke 

length, d

Discharge 

coefficient

, Cd

Effective 

area, Aeff

Equivalent 

area, Aeq

0.484 0.382 0.382 0.615

AD-O says “Window handles on windows that open 
outwards are not more than 650mm from the inside face 
of the wall when the window is at its maximum openable 
angle.”

Modelling should not assume any window opens 
wider than 650mm (even on ground floor, and even 
if it physically can be opened wider).

FHH spreadsheet does this calc for you – see 
‘Calculations’ tab for calculated discharge coefficient 
including this limit

Measure and include ‘Distance [a] from inside wall 
to window frame (mm)’ in data entry for each 
window.



Noise exceedance

• Limit on night-time openings only (unless additional 
planning constraint)

• Acoustic report should outline affected facades and 
degree of exceedance

• Plan site to reduce or eliminate bedrooms from affected 
facades

• Work through hierarchy of potential solutions

• Passive solutions

• Augmented bedroom mechanical ventilation (quietly)

• Comfort cooling (last resort)



Site Planning



Comfort Cooling
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TM59 internal 

gains not 

suitable for 

cooling loads

Passive test first 



Jack Harvie-Clark

About Apex Acoustics

jhc@apexacoustics.co.uk

https://www.apexacoustics.co.uk/noise-constraints-in-
approved-doc-o-overheating-part-1/

@apex_acoustics

https://www.apexacoustics.co.uk/noise-constraints-in-approved-doc-o-overheating-part-1/
https://www.apexacoustics.co.uk/noise-constraints-in-approved-doc-o-overheating-part-1/


Approved Doc O - interpretation



Noise constraints



“Minimum Free Area” = Minimum Equivalent Area



Acoustics AD-O Guide Appendix A – Acoustic model for open area

• Open area?

• “Free area” as used in AD-O = Equivalent Area

• Acoustic open area



Acoustics AD-O Guide Appendix A – Acoustic model for open area

• BS EN 12354-3



Acoustics AD-O Guide – Threshold sound levels for Simplified Method

• BS EN 12354-3

• Window (w *h) ≈ 5 % of floor area

• Assume 2.4 m ceiling height, 0.5 sec reverberation time

𝑳𝟏,𝒇𝒇 − 𝑳𝟐 = 𝟗 𝒅𝑩



Acoustics AD-O Guide Appendix A – Acoustic model for open area

• Open area?

• “Free area” as used in AD-O = Equivalent Area

• Acoustic open area
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Approximate façade noise level limits – Simplified Method

Moderate risk locations

• 49 dB LAeq, T

• 64 dB LAF,max

Empirical relationship between Lnight and LAMAX. N Conlan, W Wei, J Harvie-Clark, Proc IOA 2021

https://doi.org/10.25144/13762


Extent of noise constraint

The National Noise Incidence Study 2000 / 2001 Vol 1 – Noise levels, BRE for DEFRA

> 30 % of properties exceed Simplified Method limit!

http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=11204&FromSearch=Y&Status=3&Publisher=1&SearchText=National%20noise%20incidence&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10


Sound level difference - example 20m2 room, window 1*1m
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Hierarchical considerations for AD-O compliance – Natural ventilation

Simplified 
Method 

acoustic option

TM59 required 
to determine 
compliance

Significant 
façade impact

External noise
≤ 49 dB LAeq, 8hr
≤ 64 dB LAF, max

Acoustic 
constraint to 
window open 
areas at night

Acoustic vents



0 5 10 15 20 25

Standard windows

Attenuated windows

Attenuating balcony

Attenuated vents

Level difference from outside to inside (dB)

www.apexacoustics.co.uk/attenuated-passive-ventilation-options/

Passive attenuated options

http://www.apexacoustics.co.uk/attenuated-passive-ventilation-options/


Examples of attenuated windows – unlikely to work alone



Examples of attenuated windows



Examples of attenuating balconies



Ventilative cooling in noisy environments: practical options for the UK Proc. IOA Vol 42 Pt. 1 2020 

Examples of attenuated vents

https://www.apexacoustics.co.uk/ventilative-cooling-in-noisy-environments-practical-options-for-the-uk/


• Environmental noise significant constraint to use of opening windows 
for compliance with AD-O

• Toolbox of options and approaches required

• Strong collaboration between disciplines:

• Consistent description of façade opening for acoustics and 
thermal modelling

• Pre-planning assessment vital

Conclusions



ANY QUESTIONS?
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